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Large dark raptor, long dark plank shaped wings with bright white patches on
outer primaries with noticeable darker “fingers”. Light whitish under head and
throat although this detail is not as clear to me as the other field marks as we
talked about it. Tail fairly long, all bright white except for darker terminal band.
Too small to be an eagle or vulture and everything about this bird screamed
Caracara to me.

I noticed this bird flying to our left and said “look at this bird” to Bo. We both
were on it for maybe 15-20 seconds as it flew,constantly flapping
north/Northeast away from us. Bo thought at first maybe Bald Eagle and I
immediately said it’s a Caracara. We ruled out eagle due to size as it wasn’t
large enough. The bird was very dark except for very bright outer wing patches
which could be seen top and bottom as it flapped. Wings were plank shaped like
Bald Eagle and the outer primary “fingers” looked darker than the bright white
patches. . Tail appeared fairly long and all white except for a darker terminal
band. I noticed white under head and throat but it was moving away fast and
was mostly looking at wing,body and tail. It was followed by a vulture which was
on the same path. I was so sure of the identification that I called three friends to
see if they’re were in the area. I also called Brian Henderson the Montgomery
Co eBird reviewer who lives in the area and gave him a heads up. We searched
the area for some time with no luck. A friend went there a day later with no luck. I
also tried again a couple days later with no luck. We both talked it over and I was
positive about the ID but I did not get a photo and we decided not to eBird it and
wait a few days in case it was re found. A Caracara was found today in Vermont
so Bo and I decided to document our sighting for the record.

After it disappeared we discussed field marks at length. We debated alternatives
(Bald Eagle and Golden Eagle, both ruled out by size, shape and color. Other
hawks failed due to the large bright white wing patches and white tail. Black
Vulture by tail size and color and wings much to white.

Unfortunately I had a camera but didn’t have time to get a photo. I was positive
from the start on the ID but just felt reporting it without the photo would be a
tough argument for our area and the rarity. I told all the people I called about it
that day that if one showed up anywhere near by I would fill out a report. Today I
saw that one was photographed in Vermont.

I have seen quite a few Caracaras in Florida as well as NJ and Delaware. The
dark plank shaped wings with the large white patches and the all white tail with
darker terminal band were unmistakable. At the time I didn’t look at the head as
much as the rest but recalled to Bo that it was light colored underneath.
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